Typical Inspector Duties While Doing an Inspection
Note that there is some variability in both how long the inspection will take and how long it will take to discuss the findings. An Inspector
works best in a quiet environment (and preferably alone), so limit noise and distractions from any and all sources.
A typical routine is to first do the common areas (rooftop and boiler room), then the parking area(s) and the building exterior. Then
proceed to the suite interior to write up what has been seen so far. Next, the interior inspection and write it up (inside the suite), and then
meet with the clients inside the suite to discuss the inspection.

To the listing agent, please arrange for the following (forwarding this email to your client is highly recommended):
· Parking for inspector in the underground parkade or a visitor’s parking area.
· Access to the rooftop, and the electrical, machine, and mechanical rooms.
· Inside the suite, the inspector will need unrestricted access to the electrical panel (the inspector needs to be able to remove the
panel cover completely), and access to any interior hot-water tanks.
· Removal from the property of all air fresheners (particularly plug-in types or incense sticks) at least 24 hours ahead of the
inspection (the inspector has some chemical sensitivities and these scents / oils can be problematic for him/her).
· Please ensure that the inspector's clients have copies of any recent building envelope studies; they will likely want for the inspector
to review those documents.
· Any gas supply should be on, all appropriate appliances should have their shut-offs on, and all pilot lights (such as fireplaces and
hot-water tanks) should already be lit.
· Any hot-water tanks should be up to normal operating temperature.
· The water supply and all water shut-offs should be on (except winterized exterior plumbing), and electricity should be on and all
circuits energized.
· If there are any systems or components that should not or cannot be tested or operated, please advise the inspector in advance,
and please include the reason the system or component cannot be tested so that that information can be conveyed to the client
(s).
The majority of the feedback from numerous parties is that they prefer this type of point-form information with a minimum of verbiage.
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